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(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. We’re going to work here with “Honoring Ancestors” and in a true spiritual format, honoring
not just disembodiment but all incarnations and all ancestors which pretty much makes all of
humanity interrelated and creates an honoring of all heritages, all cultures, all peoples upon the
planet.
So honoring ancestry or ancestors is a way of feeling that interconnectedness with all of Creation.

I think that also, or just sort of working with a few things here, tension is getting to a point
between people, like religious factions or financial groups and whatnot. So in order to help relieve
that point of tension and bring peace and harmony, that honoring of the interconnectedness and
feeling as though everyone is somehow in your relations would be a very good spiritual exercise
now.
Alright. As always, thank you and my love to you.
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